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Introduction
An assessment of safety, design, and cost tradeoff issues for short (ten to fifty years)
and longer (fifty to hundreds of years) interim dry storage of spent nuclear fuel in
Zircaloy rods shall address potential failures of the Zircaloy cladding caused by the
precipitation response of zirconium hydride platelets. If such assessment analyses
are to be done rigorously, they will be necessarily complex because the precipitation
response of zirconium hydride platelets is a stochastic functional of hydrogen
concentration, temperature, stress, fabrication defect/texture structures, and flaw
sizes of the cladding [1,2]. Thus, there are, and probably always will be, zirhydride
questions to analytically and experimentally resolve concerning the consistency, the
completeness, and the certainty of models, data, the initial and the time-dependent
boundary conditions. Some resolution of these questions will be required in order to
have a defensible preference and tradeoffs decision analysis for assessing risks and
consequences of the potential zirhydride induced cladding failures during dry storage
time intervals. In the following brief discussion, one of these questions is posed as a
consequence of an anomaly described in data reproducibility that was reported in the
results of tests for hydrogen induced delayed cracking [3, 4]. The testing anomaly
consisted of observing a significant differential in the measurable crack velocities
(quasi-steady state at a prescribed load and temperature values) that depended on
the approach direction, from above or from below, to the test temperature value. The
testing method used was restricted to approaching a prescribed test temperature
value from above.
This anomaly illustrates the known thermodynamic
non-equilibrium processes in the precipitation kinetics of zirhydride platelets that are
dependent on temperature and stress histories. Detailed solubility limits of hydrogen
in Zircaloy as a function of temperature, in terms of zirhydride precipitation and
zirhydride dissolution solubility curves, were reported recently [5]. In addition, other
tests to evaluate the influence of an applied stress state on zirhydride precipitation
kinetics have also been recently reported [6].
In the case of a Zircaloy spent fuel rod with typical hydrogen pickup (e.g., 50 to 500
ppm)[7] and with a surface crack/small flaw (e.g., an oxide film through crack), this
anomaly in crack velocity testing along with the temperature dependent zirhydride
precipitation curves suggests that an annually decreasing temperature history over
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interim storage time durations could result in zirhydride induced crack propagation.
Most existing models and available test data of zirhydride precipitation near a crack
tip are for the evaluation of a critical stress intensity factor at constant temperature.
For the thin wall dimensions of Zircaloy cladding (e.g., 0.62 to 0.85 mm)[8], any
measurable crack propagation velocity (~10~8 m/sec) typical means almost instant
failure (~ a year) in comparison to dry storage time scales. Hence, a go/nogo design
limit given by a critical stress intensity factor is often believed the most appropriate
and conservative approach, but may also be too superficial, to evaluate initial
cladding flaw sizes for, and/or to promote, an acceptance criterion. However, to
improve upon this situation, and to provide estimates for the slow crack propagation
velocities where complex mechanisms are often coupled, requires refined test data
methods and difficult to derive theoretical models that are based on detailed
mechanisms, some of which are inadequately understood.
Therefore, the
development of a slow crack propagation model will be most useful in cladding
design life evaluations for safety, risk, and consequence analyses during interim dry
storage. It is for the latter reason that in the following section, two models for
zirhydride induced crack propagation velocity are developed for time dependent
temperature (decreasing) and stress (increasing) fields, as well as spatial gradients
of hydrogen concentration, temperature, and stress. The first model is for quasisteady crack propagation due to zirhydride precipitation and zirhydride growth
kinetics. Then, this quasi-steady model will be extended to show the potential for
subsequent unstable crack propagation that is primarily stress driven [9]. A detailed
discussion and evaluation of the material parameters and cladding failure time
predictions will be included in a future paper. The summary section briefly discussed
the readily available data that could be used to evaluate some material property
parameters of this model and the types of additional tests that could be performed to
augment and extend the existing test data.

Zirhydride Precipitation Kinetics and Crack Propagation
The development of the following crack propagation models is based on some uses
of and extensions to existing models for hydride platelet statistical mechanics,
hydride platelet precipitation and growth kinetics, hydride dependent deformations
and induced stresses, and hydride dependent thermodynamics [2]. In this
deformation and thermodynamic model development, a hydride surface energy
functional was incorporated, the thermodynamic surface energy term has been
ignored in previous model developments, as well as explanation discussions of
hysteresis responses in solubility data [5]. Here, the platelet growth kinetics of
reference [2] will be extended as the primary topic of this crack propagation model.
Nonetheless, in the following, each of the above topics will be discussed in the
context of describing and deriving an idealized model for small flaw crack
propagation due to a single generic zirhydride platelet that precipitates and growths
in front of the crack. A key assumption is that the hydride platelet growth in front of
the crack is mechanical equivalent to inserting a wedge to maintain a quasi-steady
opening and stress state moving with the leading edge of the growing hydride
platelet. Idealistically, this also implies that the zirhydride platelet grows in the
thickness direction until it attains a local compressive state for the additive effects of
both external and locally internal stresses. Eadie and Ellyin [10] assumed these
concepts of a compressive hydride stress state in their analysis for the stress effects
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due to a hydride platelet near the crack tip. This key assumption, as used here, will
also imply that the effective crack tip in the cladding thickness direction is located at
the leading edge of the hydride platelet. Therefore, for purposes of this model
development, the growth of the crack tip hydride platelet is effectively the same as
the growth of the crack, which is a conservative criterion for evaluating spent fuel
cladding failure rates.
The mechanism for evolution from a tensile stress state typical at a crack tip to a
compressive stress state of the growing hydride platelet is the volume increase of the
zirhydride phase relative to that of the Zircaloy. This depends somewhat on the
zirhydride phase and stoichiometric composition of the platelet. Typically, the
transformation of a Zr (alpha ~ 6.50g/cc) phase to a ZrH [x=1.59] (delta ~ 5.65g/cc)
phase or to a ZrH [x=1] (gamma ~5.84g/cc) phase has an increase of ~ 15% and
- 1 1 % volume strain, respectively [11]. Considering these significant volume strains
as inducing an isotropic strain tensor for a kinematic metric of the deformation state,
then each of the diagonal components of the strain tensor has a nominal
corresponding value of ~ 5% and ~ 3.6%. Both of these strain values are very large
relative to the typical 0.2% uniaxial strain limits defined as associated classical
phenomenological values at which plastic and/or non-recoverable deformations are,
by convention, agreed to have occurred. This order of magnitude in mismatch strain
components across a zirhydride platelet boundary would be more than sufficient to
initiate dislocation dependent deformations in a neighborhood of a platelet's exterior
edge surface. In fact, dislocation dependent deformations are necessary to satisfy
idealized zirhydride to zirconium lattice phase interface compatibility of displacement
conditions without local microcrack kinetics [12].
In reference [2], the analytical approach for hydride precipitation kinetics was in terms
of a probabilistic hydride density function, h(x,t,q)dQ(q)dV(x), for the number of
hydride platelets of species q in a dQ(q) volume of hydride species space for point x
in a spatial volume dV(x) at time t. For spatially and species dense sets of hydride
platelets per unit volume, a quasi-continuous function space {h(x,t,q)} for the
probable density of hydride platelets was assumed to exist in order to develop a
kinetics model for hydride precipitation and orientation rates. A hydride platelet
species was dimensionally characterized by six physical attributes, thereby defining a
six vector q species space, to describe current platelet thickness, vector fp) and
platelet size, two vectors fc,b), and to describe the time rate of change in platelet
thickness and platelet size there are three corresponding rates with respect to time
vectors, <p,a,b). Using this notation, species q is identified as a six vector point
(c,a,b, c,a,b) in a hydride species space Q(q). The plate area size, area rate, and
area orientation metrics for a isolated hydride platelet are given by vector crossproducts of species vectors (a,b, a,b), which in Cartesian tensor notation are
eimnam b n for the platelet area vector, and ej m n a m b n and eimnam b n for platelet area
rate vectors. Here, the Cartesian tensor e j m n is the third order, isotropic (also called
the alternating) tensor. The volume and thickness volume growth rate of a platelet
are denoted by Cie, mn a m b n and c jej mn a m b n , respectively, and the two areal volume
growth rates are Cie imn a m b n and Cie imn a m bn.
In the case of crack growth due to the precipitation of a single zirhydride platelet at
an existing sharp, but small flaw crack, the assumption of a spatially
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quasi-continuous function space {h(x,t,q)} for the probable density of hydride
platelets will not be applicable, as the main concern is the growth rate of a single
hydride platelet located at the crack tip. In spent fuel cladding, a small flaw crack on
the outer rod surface can be realized by radial surface cracks through the thin
zir-oxide film on the Zircaloy cladding. These surface cracks through the non-ductile
oxide film appear if the Zircaloy circumferential creep attains about 0.1 to 0.2 percent
strain. A function space {h(x,t,q)} for the probable density of hydride platelets will still
exist and is described spatially in terms of a generalized function space containing
Dirac delta functions. Thus, the spatial location of this platelet is specified as fixed at
a generic crack tip. And, the primary model development for crack growth rate will be
a description of how a single species q, that precipitated at a generic crack tip,
evolves as a six vector point (c,a,b, c,a,b) in a hydride species space Q(q). For this
particular case, the six vector evolution problem becomes greatly simplified to a
single function evolution problem as the following assumptions can be made to
obtain an approximate, but physically realistic geometric model growth of a single
hydride. First, fix a Cartesian coordinate system (xi ,X2 ,X3) such that the plane (*i ,X2)
is in the mid-plane of the oxide film crack with the ( xo) axis in the radial direction of
crack growth path through the cladding. Then, the ( ^ ) axis is parallel to the length
axis of the Zircaloy rod, and the ( X3) axis is perpendicular to the crack mid-plane and
is also tangential to the circumferential direction of the Zircaloy rod. Then, for a
constant thickness hydride platelet species of unit axial length in tie plane of the
crack, the species vector attributes (c,a,b, c,a,b) reduce to three vector components
for platelet size and one vector component for platelet growth rate, denoted as
(C3,a-i,b2 ,0,0,6 2)- In terms of hydride species functions, the vector component bz is
the time rate of change for the hydride growth dimensional vector b2, ahead of the
original crack tip. Thus, there is only one independent attribute function. The rate of
volume increase for this hydride platelet per unit length ai is given in general by
AV/At = Cieimnam bn

and by

(1)
(2)

when written in terms of the non-zero component vectors of the hydride species at
the crack tip. This volume rate of change is directly related to the number rate of
hydrogen atoms reacting to form the zirhydride phase of the platelet. A zirhydride
phase ZrH(x) is formed by the chemical reaction
Zr + x H

<=> ZrH x

(3)

Thus, each of the original Zr atoms of the hydride platelet will have reacted with xZr
number of hydrogen atoms during the phase formation of a zirhydride platelet.
Similarly, a unit rate with respect to time of Zr atoms per second will have to react
with xZr hydrogen atoms per second. This means that if the matrix concentration of
hydrogen (atoms/cc), [H], is changing at rate A[H] / At, then the above reaction is
progressing at a rate limited by A[H/x] / At. Then from Eq (2) and Eq (3), the rate, in
number of Zr atoms per second, that is reacting during the edge growth, at rate b 2, of
the platelet is equal to a supply rate of hydrogen atoms from the rate of depletion of
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the available differential atomic hydrogen concentration [8H(x,t,v)] in a local, but
somewhat arbitrary, Zr matrix neighborhood volume 8 V of the platelet's edge;
[Zr]c3e312a1b2 = / /

A[8H(x,t,v)/x]/Atd8V dv

(4)

where [Zr] is ~ 4.29x1022 atoms/cc, the number of Zr atoms per cubic centimeter ([11]
found by multiplying Avogadro's number, 6.023x1023 , times the Zr density, 6.5g/cc,
and divided by the Zr grams per gram mole, 91.2), and v is the diffusional velocity of
hydrogen atoms relative to the velocity of Zr atoms, which are for practical purposes
spatially fixed. In the local Zr matrix, the available differential atomic hydrogen
concentration [8H(x,t,v)] is equal to the matrix hydrogen concentration, [H(x,t,v)],
minus the precipitation solubility hydrogen concentration at thermodynamic
equilibrium, [Heq(x,t)] . For conditions of constant stress and temperature, spatially
and time-wise, and in the presence of hydride precipitates, the matrix concentration
of hydrogen will become, in time, equal to the precipitation solubility hydrogen
concentration at thermodynamic equilibrium. And for these given conditions, the
differential atomic hydrogen concentration [8H(x,t,v)] and its rate of change with
respect to time would be zero. However, for non-equilibrium thermodynamic
conditions, the differential atomic hydrogen concentration |5H(x,t,v)] and its rate of
change are nonzero as matrix hydrogen may be available because of a flux of
hydrogen atoms (non-zero {v} diffusional velocity domain) or because the
precipitation solubility hydrogen concentration at thermodynamic equilibrium,
[Heq(x,t)] is changing as a consequence of spatial and time-wise temperature and/or
stress changes. These latter rate changes in precipitation solubility hydrogen
concentration, [Heq(x,t)], provide a source-like rate term of hydrogen atoms to the
differential atomic hydrogen concentration |5H(x,t,v)] that are available for the hydride
platelet growth reaction at the rate b 2 as given in Eq (4). Using this discussion, Eq (4)
can be written as
[Zr]c 3 e 312 aib 2 = / /

A ([H(x,t,v)/x]-[H eq (x,t)/x])/Atd8V dv

(5)

Using the balance equation for conservation of matrix hydrogen concentration (he
time rate of change of hydrogen concentration in a volume plus the surface flux of
hydrogen through the surface of that volume must equal zero), the integral of Eq (5)
can be written as a surface integral on §v} of volume domain §V} for the matrix
function [H(x,t,v) !x] minus the volume integral of the rate of function [Heq(x,t)/x];
[Zr]c 3 e 312 aib 2 = fm

/v}

A([H(x,t,v)/x]-[H eq (x,t)/x])/Atd8Vdv

/ v } (v*n [H(x,t,v) / x]) dSv dv - fm

/ ¥ } A [Heq(x,t)/ x] / At dS V dv

(6)
(7)

where the first surface integral with v*n, for the diffusional velocity of matrix hydrogen
atoms through surface 8v, provides a flux of available hydrogen to the growing edge
of the platelet and tie second volume integral provides available hydrogen from a
volume 8 V as the matrix hydrogen concentration follows any rate changes in the
precipitation solubility hydrogen concentration as temperature and stress states
change over time. Since the volume {dV} and its associated surface {5/} are
somewhat arbitrary, they can be chosen such that a mechanistic, but idealistic,
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model of the diffusional hydrogen flux to the platelet's growth edge is quantified. To
do this, consider first a surface {Si/} which contains a surface subset that is
contiguous to the platelet's growth edge, which from Eq (6) is the area vector A2
given by the vector cross product of c3e3i2ai . These vector areas can be written as
scalar areas by using the local unit normal vector of the surface, ri2, to get scalar
area terms A2ri2 or equivalently, c3e3i2airi2. Mathematically, the surface A2ri2
between the hydride phase and the adjacent zir-metal can be thought of as an
effective area-sink for an incoming flux of hydrogen atoms. And along this area-sink
the hydrogen atoms are stopped in that their diffusional velocity, v*n, becomes zero
as the hydrogen chemically reacts with zir-metal atoms to form additional molecules
of zirhydride, in a mathematical model representational sense, on surface A2ii2.
Therefore, for this idealized platelet growth surface A2ri2 which is a subset of the total
surface {5v}, the integral flux of hydrogen in Eq (7) is equal to zero, as all of the
hydrogen atoms coming through the complementary surface subset $v - A2n 2 } are
essentially deposited as zirhydride at the A2ii2 surface. This "essentially" deposited is
absolute for the case of time-wise constant temperature and stress fields and when
there are no other hydride platelets in volume {8 V) as the second integral over
volume {SV} has a zero integrand under these conditions. Then, for this special case,
consider the volume point set {8 V} slightly modified such that the surface §v) is
contoured to be within a small, in the math sense, neighborhood A2fi2 outside of the
zirhydride platelet's edge and is now a point subset in the zir-metal which is denoted
as A 2 n 2 , and elsewhere surface {8v} is unchanged. Based on this discussion, the flux
of hydrogen through the newly contoured surface, A2ri2, now provides the hydrogen
atoms to the adjacent neighboring area-sink surface A2ii2 of the hydride platelet.
Then from the first integral of Eq (7), and this case of constant temperature and
stress fields, the following integrals are equal for any otherwise arbitrary volume set
{6 V}:
v} (v*n [H(x,t,v)/x])d8vdv = /{5v-A2n2}/» } (v*n [H(x,t,v)/x])d8ydv
(v*n [H(x,t > v)/x])d8vdv

(8)

Before rewriting Eq (7) with this latter integral of Eq (8), consider adding the following
restrictions on the arbitrariness of the choices for volume subset §V} such that, as
above, this restricted subset {5 V} does not contain any other hydride platelets to
which hydrogen can diffuse to or from except the isolated crack tip hydride. As such,
there exists still a considerable degree of arbitrariness in the volume size of the
subsets {8 V}. This restricted subset {5 V} of volume choices requires each to contain
the contoured surface, A2112, thus each is in a local neighborhood contiguous to the
hydride surface A2112; and requires each to be in the domain of hydrogen diffusion
influence of only the isolated hydride platelet at the crack tip. The physical
significance of this restricted subset of volume choices near the crack tip hydride
means that there is a range of volume sizes, each of which hydrogen can diffuse into
through surface, {8v - A2ri2 }, on its pathway to the hydride platelet through surface
A2P2, and that any available matrix hydrogen concentration rate due to changes in
thermodynamic solubility limits evaluated at the local state of temperature and stress
can be additive as indicated in the second integral of Eq (7). Note that these changes
in thermodynamic solubility limits are to be occurring at small rates of change in the
local temperature and stress states such that local thermodynamic equilibrium
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between the matrix hydrogen [H(x,t,v)] and the solubility limit hydrogen [Heq(x,t)]
concentrations is, to a practical approximation, maintained. This equilibrium should
be reasonably maintained for temperature decreases typically expected during
interim time scales and during slow rates of hydride platelet growth before any crack
propagation instability occurs.
Then from Eqs (6), (7), and (8), and some remarks from the above discussion, the
velocity attribute 62112 for the platelet growth of the generic crack tip hydride is:
b2n2= ([Zr] A 2 n 2 )- 1 (/ { A2n2 } (A*n [H(x,t,A)/x])d5v - fm

A[H e q (x,t)/x]/Atd5V)

(9)

where integration over the diffusional velocity domain { v } is replaced by an integral
average, A*n [H(x,t,A)], which defines a net diffusion flux function for hydrogen
transport to the platelet at average velocity A*n relative to the zir-metal lattice. The
mean theorem of integral calculus can be applied to Eq (9) to derive approximations
for surface and volume hydrogen contributions to the platelet growth velocity:
b2n2 = ([Zr] A 2 n 2 )- 1 ((A*n [H(xA,t,A) / x]) A^n, - A[Heq(xv,t)/ x] / At 5 V)

(10)

where the integrand of the surface integral is evaluated at point XA on area A2n2 and
the integrand of the volume integral is evaluated at point xv in volume 8 V. Eq (10)
indicates that the crack tip hydride platelet will grow at a rate proportional to the
diffusional flux of hydrogen to the platelet's edge and proportional to the negative rate
of change in the equilibrium solubility limit. In linear thermodynamic diffusion theory,
the diffusional flux of hydrogen in zir-metal depends on the gradient of its chemical
potential, which is dependent on the hydrogen concentration, the temperature, and
the stress. The phenomenological expression for this coupled diffusion in terms of
gradients of the hydrogen concentration, the temperature, and the stress [13, 14, 15,
16, 6] is complex and there are some potential inconsistency because of the
existence and possible influence of dislocations on both diffusion and solubility limits;
but for purposes here, the following will be used:
Ai[H(x,t,A)] = - D9j H(xi,t) - DH(Xi,t)Q/RT2aiT(X:,t) + DH(x;,t)y mn /RT3j(WX;,t)

(11)

In Eq (11), D is the classical diffusion function material property, d; H(Xj,t) is the
spatial gradient of the matrix hydrogen concentration field, Q is a heat energy of
transport material property common to coupled mass and temperature diffusion
problems, R is the gas constant, 3jT(Xj,t) is the spatial gradient of the temperature
field, y rm is a strain tensor material property for an incremental volume and shear
strain induced by the addition of hydrogen atoms into a zir-metal lattice and is used
to describe a stress-strain energy of transport that is not so common in coupled mass
and stress diffusion problems, and finally, 3Am(Xi>t) is the spatial gradient of the
Cauchy stress tensor field. Normally, the stress-strain energy term is reduced to an
isotropic, incremental volume dependence only, and the stress tensor gradient
dependence on diffusion is represented as a scalar pressure gradient dependence.
There exist some differences, and confusion, in the identification of the stress state
cWxj.t) that is to be substituted in to Eq (11). The use of only the "applied stress"
from the solution to the applied traction and/or displacement boundary condition
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problem is only a partial contribution to the local state of stress in a material body. As
both the hydride precipitate and dislocation densities also create additional states of
intrinsic stress, and since the latter two stress states evolve as the hydride and
dislocation densities evolve, a limited "applied stress" coupling in Eq (11) would not
mechanistically be adequate to fully describe these latter influences. Given these
qualifications, and as well known, Eq (11) implies that hydrogen is transported down
hydrogen and temperature gradients, and is transported up a stress gradient. The
effects of hydrogen and stress gradients have been modeled [1, 3, 4]. Using these
stress dependent results as guidance, the above expression of Eq (11) for hydrogen
flux, when substituted into Eq (10), provides the additional temperature gradient
dependence on hydrogen transport to the hydride platelet at the crack tip.
For cases of radial and/or axial temperature dependence in spent fuel Zircaloy
cladding such that the outer surface crack tip is spatially at the lowest temperature,
then the temperature gradient will augment any existing hydrogen transport caused
by the concentration and stress gradients. An assessment of this effect can, in an
engineering sense, be evaluated with this extended model of temperature dependent
hydrogen transport. Hence, the implications are, for purposes of evaluating cladding
failures due to hydride driven crack propagation in interim dry storage, that existing
concentration-stress models are potentially non-conservative.
In addition to the above discussion for local diffusive transport trough the volume
subset {SV}, and across surface A2ii2 to the platelet's growth edge, the rate of
change in the equilibrium solubility limit also provides hydrogen for hydride growth
during a decreasing temperature history. There are several temperature dependent
expressions available for the hydrogen precipitation solubility limit in zir-metal, all
recent ones being similar in that the primary function dependence is Arrhenius [5, 6].
However, the stress dependence is more complex in functionality because the
applied state of stress, from an external prescribed load/traction and/or displacement
boundary condition is significantly modified by the localized volume changes induced
by the hydride platelets. The most recently available representation of a stress
dependence on solubility and associated data [6] has provided the following
expression for the equilibrium hydrogen concentration function [Heq(x,t)] given in
terms of an Arrhenius temperature term plus a scalar stress work term, and for
modeling purposes here will be used:
[Heq(x,t)] = [Heqo]exp(- Q/RT(x,t) - AyHOH(x,t)/RT(x,t))

(12)

In Eq (12), the equilibrium solubility limit [Heq(x,t)] is seen to be an implicit function of
the temperature T(x,t) and stress scalar (JH(x,t) (here GH(x,t) = (an(Xj,t) + G22(xj,t) +
<?33(xi.t))/3) fields, and the material property parameters of an empirical atomic
concentration [Heqo], a positive activation energy Q, and a positive partial molar
atomic volume strain AyH as atoms of hydrogen transforms from an interstitial
zir-metal lattice sites into zirhydride phase hydrogen lattice sites. Looking back at
Eq (10), the hydride growth rate functional will require the total time derivative of the
equilibrium hydrogen concentration at point x = xv in the platelet's neighborhood
volume S V, which from Eq (12) is:
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d[Heq(xv,t)]/dt = [[Heqo]exp(- Q/RT(xv,t) - AYHaH(xv,t)/RT(xVjt))] [(+ Q/RT2(xv>t) +
AyHaH(xv,t)/RT2(xv,t))(dT(xv,t)/dt) - Ay H (da H (xv,t)/dt)/ RT(xv,t)]

(13)

From Eq (13), it is seen that for decreasing temperatures, i.e., rate of temperature is
negative, which is typical for interim spent fuel storage over long time periods, the
equilibrium hydrogen concentration decreases and its negative rate provides positive
net hydrogen to the hydride platelet's growth as per Eq (10). This is an explanation of
the testing anomaly in temperature described in references [3,4]. In addition to the
temperature rate dependence, Eq (13) also has a stress rate dependence, which
implies that at increase in scalar "tensile" stress will cause a decrease in the
equilibrium hydrogen concentration. Thus, any positive rate in local scalar "tensile"
stress will provide positive net hydrogen to the hydride platelet's growth as per
Eq (10). The above discussion is for a quasi-steady, model of slow hydride growth at
crack tip, and because of the original key assumption, an equivalent effective crack
propagation velocity. For a quasi-steady model, the rates in temperature and stress
are assumed to be monotonic in direction (negative and positive signed,
respectively), if not in actual values. Some of the features observed in the careful and
high quality crack-hydride growth tests performed by Shek et al. [17] are potentially
describable by this model. If the rates of temperature and/or stress are not monotonic
in direction, for example seasonal temperature boundary conditions could cause
positive and negative rates (daily cyclic variations may be lost in heat capacity
inertia) in an interim spent fuel storage facility, then additional considerations should
be given to both the precipitation and dissolution solubility curves described in
reference [5]. Future extensions to the above model are possible that would address
some issues and concerns of a restricted subset of cyclic temperature histories, but
the model requirements at small rates of temperature change would have to be
investigated and be validated by additional testing.
The above model development considered quasi-steady hydride-crack growth due to
diffusive and solubility limited rate hydrogen availability to the edge of a crack tip
hydride platelet. For thin walled cladding, there comes a time at which the state of
stress, and its time rate of change as well as it spatial gradient, are significantly
influenced by the length increase in the original crack length relative to the remaining
cladding thickness. This effect can be evaluated by different, but similar approaches.
In reference [9], an analysis was completed for a thermodynamic condition of crack
propagation initiation, and a subsequent kinematic expression for crack propagation,
subject to satisfying brittle fracture requirements at the crack tip. The brittle fracture
requirement was stated in terms of having the thermodynamic potential (somewhat
similar to the classical thermodynamic chemical potential) for crack kinetics constant
during crack propagation. Using this concept, but applying it to a moving stress state
at moving point x = xv(t) in the platelet's moving neighborhood volume SV, the total
rate of stress change, dGrm(xv,t)/dt is given by:
dcWx v ,t)/dt = 3o n r (x V l t)/at + dx v (t)/dt 8(Wx v ,t)/ax v (t)

(14)

However, this not a full description of the total stress rate since as remarked above
the state of stress is a functional of the current hydride-crack length b2(t), which is the
time integral of the hydride growth velocity attribute bz. Thus, the stress tensor a™
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written as functional of the current hydride-crack length b2(t), is denoted by arm(xv,t;
b2(t)), and its time derivative is:
do™(xv,t; b2(t))/dt = dom(xvX

b2(t) )/3t + db2(t)/dt acWxv.t; b2(t))/3b2(t) +

+ dx v (t)/dt aann(xv,t; b2(t))/3xv(t)

(15)

This total rate of stress, as well as a similar total rate for temperature (but no b 2 rate
term), has all the correct terms that should be evaluated in assessing the hydride
growth velocity of Eq (10) in conjunction with Eq (13), since the moving neighborhood
volume 8 V would be moving such that platelet growth velocity b 2 n 2 is equal to
dxv(t)/dt. Using this equality for this analysis, and neglecting a similar term for the
temperature rate, Eq(10) becomes functionally:

b2(n2 + A[Heq(xv,t)]/AG™( 3 ( W x v , t ; b2(t))/ab2(t) + BcMxv.t; b2(t))/3xV2(t)) 8 V * ) =
(x[Zr]A 2 n 2 )- 1 ((A*n[H(x A ,t,A)])A2n 2 - (A[H eq (x v ,t)]/AT(x v ,t)dT(x v ,t)/dt
+

A[Heq(xv>t)]/AorTTiaorn1(xv,t;b2(t))/at)8V)

(16)

In Eq (16), 8 V"* is defined as (x[Zr]A2n2)"1 8 V , and the hydride-crack velocity
instability is due to the possibility that the coefficient
(n 2 + A[Heq(xv,t)]/AarTr( 3a mi (xv,t; b2(t))/ab2(t)+3arTT1(xv,t; b2(t))/axV2(t))
of the platelet growth velocity &2 can become zero. This is possible because
A[Heq(xv,t)]/AOrm is negative as discussed above, increasing stress decreases hi q ,
and while the stress gradient in front of a crack tip, 3Grm(xv,t; b2(t))/9xv2(t), is also
negative, the functional derivative of 9orm(xv,t; b2(t))/9b2(t) is positive since as the
hydride-crack length b2(t) increases the stress in the remaining cladding thickness
increases. This leads to instability in the crack propagation velocity, independent of
future hydride kinetics.
Summary
An assessment of safety, design, and cost tradeoff issues for short (ten to fifty years)
and longer (fifty to hundreds of years) interim dry storage of spent nuclear fuel in
Zircaloy rods shall address potential failures of the Zircaloy cladding caused by the
precipitation response of zirconium hydride platelets. To perform such assessment
analyses rigorously and conservatively will be necessarily complex and difficult. For
Zircaloy cladding, a model for zirhydride induced crack propagation velocity was
developed for a decreasing temperature field and for hydrogen, temperature, and
stress dependent diffusive transport of hydrogen to a generic hydride platelet at a
crack tip. The development of the quasi-steady model is based on extensions of
existing models for hydride precipitation kinetics [2] for an isolated hydride platelet at
a crack tip. An instability analysis model of hydride-crack growth was developed
using existing concepts in a kinematic equation for crack propagation at a constant
thermodynamic crack potential subject to brittle fracture conditions [9]. At the time an
instability is initiated, the crack propagation is no longer limited by hydride growth

oooe
rate kinetics, but is then limited by stress rates. The model for slow hydride-crack
growth will be further evaluated using easting available data such as that found in
references [1, 3,4, 5, 6,10, 11,16, 17].
This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by University of California
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng^-8.(UCRL-JC-141061).
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